
 

GLASS OF BUBBLES 

Sandwiches 
ROASTED CARROTS - Feta Cheese, Parmesan Crisp, Dill 

NEW YORK STEAK* - Peppercorn Aioli, Cornichon, Pickled Mustard Seeds, Fried Shallots, Parsley 

DEVIL EGG SALAD - Shoestring Potatoes, Tobiko, Chives 

SALMON MOUSSE - Capers, Fried Garlic, Bulls Blood Beet 

RADISHES - Olives, Goat Cheese Mousse, B&B Pickle, Micro Arugula 

Pastries Desserts 

MAPLE SCONES 
Fig Jam, Lemon Curd, Clotted Cream 

BUTTERMILK BISCUITS 

RASPBERRY OAT BARS 

CHOCOLATE BUDINO CARAMEL TART 

SPICED CUPCAKE WITH CREAM CHEESE 
FROSTING 

MACARONS 

Sandwiches Pastries 
PB&J 

NUTELLA & BANANA 

CLASSIC EGG SALAD 

MAPLE SCONES 
Fig Jam, Lemon Curd, Clotted Cream 

BUTTERMILK BISCUITS 

Sweets 
ASSORTED COOKIES, BROWNIES, BLONDIES 

Gluten Free Menu Options Available 

 

For your convenience an 20% gratuity and 8.625% tax will be applied to your check. 

*Consuming raw or undercooked meats, poultry, seafood, shellfish, or eggs may increase your risk  
of foodborne illness, especially if you have certain medical conditions. 

Please advise your server of any allergies or dietary restrictions. 

 



 

Organic Loose Leaf Tea Selection 

KYUSHU JAPAN SENCHA - Steep for 4 mins. 

Delicate, refreshing, spiritual– after the spring rains, Kyushu’s 

tea fields glow emerald green with fresh shoots. We’ve 

selected a premium crop of this spring harvest, meticulously 

manufactured according to old-age Japanese technique. 

Kyushu Japan Sencha offers smooth, drawn out notes of grass 

that make it an excellent all-day-sipper.  

CREAMY EARL GREY - Steep for 5 mins.  

Earl Grey perfection– redefined. At the heart of this superb 

blend is a breathtaking mélange of high grown Ceylon black 

teas, gently blended with expansive oil of bergamot and natural 

creamy flavor. Noted by many Tea Tasters as the World’s 

premiere Early Grey. Unforgettable.  

REVITALIZE - Steep for 4 mins.  

Busy day at the office? Still getting over jetlag? You need to 

revitalize. Featuring rare teas grown at high African altitudes, 

this dazzling concoction of green and white leaf, blended with 

a touch of dried summer strawberry, delivers a soothing 

antioxidant boost your body with thank you for. Sit back, and 

set your sights on a sunny day.  

GODDESS OOLONG - Steep for 5 mins.  

A true testament to the ancient goddess of mercy Ti Kaun Yin, 

Goddess Oolong is harvested for only a few short weeks in 

spring, when the rains fall in abundance and the cool night air 

forces delicate tea shoots that must be plucked by hand to 

minimize bruising. To this day, it is produced according to an 

ancient recipe some say has been passed down for over a 

thousand years.  

IMPERIAL BREAKFAST - Steep for 5 mins.  

Breakfast tea fit for a royal table, when only the finest will do. 

Our tea masters scoured the estates of India and Kenya to 

source black teas that are as rich and profound in flavor, as 

they are deep in coppery color. Seasonal, hand-harvested leaf 

is oxidized and fired to produce a warm, nuanced cup that’s 

natural with eggs and toast, or on its own.  

 

 

EGYPTIAN CAMOMILE - Caffeine free, steep for 5 mins.  

Exceptional, hand selected Nile Delta chamomile delights 

with amaranth and red cornflower petals to enhance visual 

appeal. Harvested from mineral-rich plots that have been 

farmed for thousands of years. With each sip, fragrant floral 

tones wash over the tongue leading to a subtle, sweet fruity 

finish.  

OREGON MINT - Caffeine free, steep for 5 mins.  

Cool, pungent and lively. Immensely captivating with a 

burst of freshness. The pedigree of the world’s best mint. 

This caffeine-free brewed cup offers an unmistakably cool, 

fresh profile which calms the body, soothes the nerves. 

Medium antioxidant properties, the longer the tea is brewed 

the better the antioxidant benefits.   

WATERFRONT - Caffeine free, steep for 2-3 minutes. 

Prepare for a true burst of flavor. This stunning blend offers 

herbal notes of Cederberg grown South African Roobios 

layered with tart rosehip, mellow raspberry, licorice and 

more for a cup that warms the soul like day on the water. 

Naturally caffeine-free and rich in vitamins and minerals – 

herbal tea for the ages.  

DECAF ENGLISH BREAKFAST  

Caffeine free, steep for 4 mins. 

It has long been rumored in tea circles that past noon, the 

late Queen of England drank only decaffeinated teas. We’d 

like to think her Highness would have appreciated the rich 

flavor of our luxury grade English Breakfast decaf. Crafted 

from seasonal teas grown in Sri Lanka, South India and 

Kenya, they are naturally stripped from their caffeine 

through a chemical free CO2 process.  

BELLA COOLA PUNCH - Caffeine free, steep for 6 mins.  

As colorful and fragrant as it is delicious, fruit-forward Bella 

Coola Punch is perfect for the entire family. This flavorful 

tea is one of the most requested for children and adults alike. 

Naturally caffeine-free, with creamy orange and pineapple 

notes, Bella Coola is the perfect cup for sipping away a 

morning or afternoon.  

 


